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Abstract
Energy consumption has become a critical factor constraining the design of massively parallel computers, necessitating the development of new models and energy-efficient algorithms. The primary component of on-chip energy consumption is data movement, and the mesh computer is a natural model of this, explicitly taking distance into account. Unfortunately the dark silicon problem increasingly constrains the number of bits which can be moved simultaneously. For sorting, standard mesh algorithms minimize time and total data movement, and hence constraining the mesh to use only half its processors at any instant must double the time. It is anticipated that on-chip optics will be used to minimize the energy needed to move bits, but they have constraints on their layout. In an abstract model, we show that a pyramidal layout and a new power-aware algorithm allows one to sort with only a square root increase in time as the fraction of processors simultaneously powered decreases. Furthermore, this layout is shown to be optimal in terms of the time-power tradeoff required for sorting. Previous algorithms assumed fully powered systems, hence pyramid sorting was of no interest since when fully powered they are no faster than the base mesh. Our results show asymptotic theoretical limits of computation and energy usage on a model which takes physical constraints and developing interconnection technology into account.
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1 Introduction
Power consumption has become an important design consideration for systems ranging from mobile devices to supercomputers. As the number of processing units has increased, so has energy usage, which is a problem when there is a limit on the available total energy or peak power. In addition, increasing transistor densities has brought about physical constraints of heat dissipation, limiting the fraction of chips operating at full speed. This “dark silicon” problem will only worsen [5, 35].
Further, since processors occupy physical volume, there are processors that are far apart from each other that take non-constant time and energy to communicate between. Algorithms must take advantage of locality to reduce time and energy, a fact typically ignored in algorithms for abstract shared-memory models such as the PRAM. Note that for parallel computers the relevant energy concern is peak power consumption from an external source of power, as opposed to the total energy limits of battery-powered devices.

Our goal is to study fundamental limits in the tradeoff of time vs. peak power for basic problems such as sorting. Towards this end we use a classic abstract model of a scalable parallel architecture that addresses the issues of locality and power consumption. While there are many models of distributed-memory parallel architectures, such as hypercubes, it is the mesh that is most relevant. Numerous mesh models have been analyzed and built ever since von Neumann introduced cellular automata [37]. The mesh is a scalable parallel computer architecture and has also been used as a model of many physical processes where locality strongly affects behavior [32, 38]. Here, both roles are intertwined in the consideration of energy consumption in massively parallel computation. Our primary contribution is an optimal sorting algorithm, and proof of optimality, for a 2-dimensional mesh-connected computer augmented by optical interconnections. The algorithm optimizes the time vs. peak power tradeoff throughout the entire range of peak power from 1 to $N$, where $N$ is the input size.

A 2-dimensional mesh-connected computer, or mesh, of size $N$ is a parallel computer consisting of $N$ processors arranged in a square lattice. All operations on values stored in a processor’s memory, including transmitting a value to a neighbor, take constant time and energy. Technically it should be constant energy per bit, not word, but we will ignore this extra logarithmic factor. Thus the time and energy required to transmit a word of information from one processor to another is linear in the distance between them. Energy can often be viewed as equivalent to the concept of work as it is used in parallel algorithms.

A processor is active if it is calculating or communicating and is otherwise inactive and not using energy. More precisely, an inactive processor is in a very low power sleep mode and our algorithms consider the power needed above this level. We give algorithms that minimize time given a peak power bound, where peak power is the maximum number of processors active at any one time. The fraction of processors that are active will be denoted by $r$, so peak power is equal to $r \cdot N$. Total energy usage is the integral of power over time.

Much current research focuses on making processors more power efficient and one approach is to add optical connections or lasers onto processors [4, 9, 11, 13, 15, 21, 22, 36]. This technology is promised to bring about many advancements. For example, the article Interconnect Opportunities for Gigascale Integration [17] states:

Microphotonic interconnects have long-term potential to reduce latency, power dissipation, and crosstalk while increasing bandwidth.

Since light is fast relative to electrical connections and suffers less attenuation optical connections have important advantages: they can link processors far apart and transfer data quickly. In addition, power usage is less as transmitting an optical signal scales to long distances while taking nearly the same energy for shorter distances [21, 27]. We model on-chip photonics capabilities by adding “optical” connections or optics to the mesh. We refer to the connections in the standard mesh model as wires. Communication over an optical connection will take constant time, though not necessarily the same constant as for communication over a wire. However, in O-notation the differences are irrelevant. It is difficult to build multiple layers of optics on a chip so we allow only one layer of optics, and we prohibit crossings [4].

We do not require that this extra layer actually be optical interconnects, merely that it provides the capability of transmitting information long distances with low power relative to the capabilities of standard wires. Whether this is supplied via optical waveguides, carbon nanotubes, or whatever else emerges, is not relevant to our analyses.

In Section 3, we show a lower bound for sorting given any possible layout of optics. Sorting is a fundamental operation which requires extensive communication, and it is a key step in many algorithms. Given a mesh of size $N$ with $N$ items stored one per processor, without optics, sorting
the items into a specified ordering takes $\Omega(\sqrt{N})$ time and $\Omega(N^{3/2})$ total energy since simple matrix transposition results in items moving a total distance of $\Theta(N^{3/2})$. Furthermore, mesh algorithms achieving these lower bounds have been widely known and refined since the 1970’s [6, 12, 16, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 31]. By stepwise simulation, it follows that sorting can be accomplished in $\Theta(\frac{1}{\sqrt{N}})$ time using $rN$ peak power. In Section 5 it will be shown that by adding an optical layer this can be reduced to $\Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{N}}\sqrt{N} + \frac{1}{r}\log N\right)$, matching the lower bound shown in Section 3. For $r \geq \omega\left(\frac{\log^2 N}{N}\right)$ this is a sublinear increase in time as the peak power is decreased. Illustrative applications which exploit sorting and have the same tradeoff are given for two different classes of problems: all-nearest-neighbors in Section 6 and minimum spanning forest in Section 7.

2 The Model

To simplify exposition, let $n = \sqrt{N}$ and assume that $n$ is a power of 2, with modifications to the more general case being straightforward. We start off with the standard mesh model of $N$ processors connected in an $n \times n$ grid, where each processor is connected to its adjacent neighbors. $P(i, j)$ denotes the processor at coordinates $(i, j)$, for $i, j \in \{0, 1, \ldots, n-1\}$. Each processor has a fixed number of words of memory, each with $\Theta(\log N)$ bits. This is enough to store its location in the mesh and a constant number of other values. Operations on data stored in a processor’s local memory and communication of a word of data to an adjacent processor take constant time and energy. Power is defined to be the number of processors using energy at a given time step. Modeling physical properties, we assume that optics cannot cross and each optical connection has a fixed minimal width. This implies that each processor has at most a constant number of optical connections, the total area used by optics is $O(N)$, and that the bisection bandwidth of any optical network is $O(\sqrt{N})$.

We first consider the simple case of adding only optics of one length to the mesh. Given optics of a specific length, say of length $n/k$, we can create a $k \times k$ mesh network consisting only of optical connections on top of the wire mesh. This $k \times k$ mesh, which we will call an optical mesh, consists of processors $P(i, j)$, for $i, j \in \{0, n/k, 2n/k, \ldots, (k-1)n/k\}$. Figure 1 illustrates an example. It is useful to note that in each $n/k \times n/k$ submesh there is one processor that is part of the optical mesh and so the communication diameter of the mesh with an optical mesh is $\Theta(\sqrt{N}/k + k)$, which is less than the $\Theta(\sqrt{N})$ communication diameter of a standard mesh for most values of $k$.

In the more general case where we allow optics of any length, multiple mesh-like optical networks of different sizes can be embedded and a pyramid-like network can be achieved within one layer of optics. We call this an optical pyramid, defined as follows: let $a$ be the index of the least significant 1 bit of $i$. For each row $i$ such that $2 \leq a \leq \log n - 1$, connect the processor in column $b \cdot 2^{a-1}$ to the processor in column $(b+1) \cdot 2^{a-1} - 1$, for $0 \leq b \leq n/2^{a-1} - 1$. Likewise, for each column $i$ such that $2 \leq a \leq \log n - 1$, connect the processor in row $b \cdot 2^{a-1}$ to the processor in row $(b+1) \cdot 2^{a-1} - 1$, for $0 \leq b \leq n/2^{a-1} - 1$. Note that optics are of length $2^{a-1} - 1$ and it is easy to check that none of these optical connections cross. Figure 2 illustrates the layout of the optical connections for a $32 \times 32$ mesh. The standard wire connections in the mesh are omitted in the figure and only the

![Figure 1: The optical connections of a 4 × 4 optical mesh on a 8 × 8 mesh](image)
Figure 2: Optical connections and processors in optical meshes of a $32 \times 32$ mesh with optical pyramid.

(a) $1 \times 1$ optical mesh (optics of length 7)  
(b) $2 \times 2$ optical mesh (optics of length 3)  
(c) $4 \times 4$ optical mesh (optics of length 1)

Figure 3: The different levels of the layout of optical connections shown in Figure 2.

processors that compose the optical meshes are shown.

Alternatively, a recursive definition may be easier to understand: on an $n \times n$ mesh, place optical connections of length $n/4 - 1$ so that the following eight pairs of processors are connected:

$P\left(\frac{n}{2}, 0\right), P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{n}{4} - 1\right)$  
$P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{n}{2}\right), P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{3n}{4} - 1\right)$  
$P\left(0, \frac{n}{2}\right), P\left(\frac{n}{4} - 1, \frac{n}{2}\right)$  
$P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{n}{2}\right), P\left(\frac{3n}{4} - 1, \frac{n}{2}\right)$

Then recursively place eight optics in each of the four $n/2 \times n/2$ submeshes until reaching the base case of a $4 \times 4$ mesh after a total of $\log_2 n - 1$ levels of recursion. Figure 3 illustrates the recursive layout.

While the wire connections are not shown, note that they play an important role in the optical mesh. Since the optical connections are not allowed to cross, the underlying wires are used to transmit information between adjacent endpoints of optical connections. E.g., to pass information from $P\left(\frac{n}{2}, 0\right)$ to $P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{n}{4} - 1\right)$ using optics of length $n/4 - 1$, it is passed from $P\left(\frac{n}{2}, 0\right)$ to $P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{n}{4} - 1\right)$ using optics, then to $P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{n}{4}\right)$ using a wire, and finally to $P\left(\frac{n}{2}, \frac{n}{2} - 1\right)$ using optics.
2.1 Useful Properties

The optical pyramid has a communication diameter of $\Theta(\log N)$, which is far smaller than the $\Theta(\sqrt{N})$ communication diameter of the mesh. Using the tree structure embedded in the pyramid, small amounts of data can be moved across the mesh quickly.

A particularly useful property is the recursive definition of the layout of the optical pyramid: the layout of the optical connections in any square submesh is also a logical optical pyramid. That is to say, an optical pyramid over any square submesh can be simulated with a constant factor overhead. In situations where recursive algorithms are applied to ordered data, the Hilbert space-filling curve ordering is useful as it keeps local data in close proximity. In fact, for items ordered in a Hilbert curve, every set of $k$ consecutive items is contained within a square submesh with a logical optical pyramid of size at most $4k$.

Another property is that optics of the same length compose a network that can simulate an $n/2^{a+1} \times n/2^{a+1}$ optical mesh with a constant factor overhead, for $2 \leq a \leq \log n - 1$. This is accomplished using processors evenly spaced $2^{a+1}$ apart in the entire mesh, that is, processors $P(i, j)$, for $i, j \in \{2^a, 2^a + 2^{a+1}, \ldots, 2^a + (n/2^{a+1} - 1)2^{a+1}\}$, are processors in the optical mesh. Specifically, it takes eight time steps to communicate between adjacent processors in an optical mesh; processors need only to send data over four wire connections and four optical connections to reach the next processor. For convenience, we will refer to these as optical meshes, ignoring the constant factor overhead contributed by the gaps between optics. Note that communication from a processor on one optical mesh to a processor on the next smaller or next large optical mesh takes constant time.

Our results utilize the pyramid in new ways. The classical pyramid computer model (structure and communication links shown in Figure 4) is a model that has been considerably studied in the past. However, no previous work on pyramid computer algorithms considered energy usage, that is, there was no penalty for having all processors running all the time. Algorithms for a standard pyramid can be run on the mesh with an optical pyramid using stepwise simulation with a constant factor overhead, though such simple usage in general has a linear tradeoff of time vs. peak power and is of less interest here. Further, for communication-intensive problems such as sorting, the pyramid with all processors active is no faster than the base mesh. Our power aware algorithms achieve a sublinear increase in time as the peak power decreases, a property unachievable if only the base mesh is utilized. However, this requires pyramid algorithms quite different from previous ones.
3 Lower Bounds

In the mesh model, there are two fundamental properties that provide lower bounds. The first is communication diameter, which is relevant when data needs to be moved from one side of the mesh to the other. On a standard mesh of size $N$, the diameter is $\Theta(\sqrt{N})$. If a problem requires global communication, that is, at least one processor may receive information originated by any processor, then any algorithm that solves the problem takes $\Omega(\sqrt{N})$ time. The other property is the bisection bandwidth, relevant when the problem requires moving all of the data in one half of the mesh to the other half. For the mesh, the bisection bandwidth is $\Theta(\sqrt{N})$, and any algorithm which moves all the data from one half to the other takes $\Omega(\sqrt{N})$ time.

The benefit of optical connections on meshes is the ability to decrease the diameter, effectively lowering the communication lower bound and reducing the total energy required to move data across the mesh. Unfortunately, they do not change the bisection bandwidth lower bound. Thus they can reduce energy usage but cannot reduce running time of problems that require significant bandwidth. As will be shown, adding optical connections allows sorting and permutation to be solved in $o(N^{3/2})$ total energy, surpassing the lower bound for permutation in a standard mesh. The algorithms in this paper run at peak power most of the time, so their total energy is $\Theta(time \times peak\ power)$.

In addition to the bisection bandwidth, there are some important lower bounds on meshes with optical connections. These include:

- **Diameter**: no matter how optics are added, the diameter of the mesh is $\Omega(\log N)$. Since each processor is adjacent to only a constant number of processors, the number of reachable processors is at most exponential in the number of time steps.

- **Permutation Energy**: no matter how optics are added, the total energy to permute is $\Omega(N \log N)$, where permutation is defined to be the operation that communicates data from each processor in a unique to another other processor in the mesh. To see this, note that the comments above about the number of reachable processors shows that if processors are connected to at most $t$ others, then in $q = (\log t N)/2 - 1$ steps, no processor can communicate with more than $\sum_{i=0}^{q} t^i < t^{q+1} = \sqrt{N}$ processors. Given an optical layout, construct the following permutation: go through the processors in row-major order. For each processor, set its destination to be the first processor which is not reachable in $r$ or fewer steps and which is not already the destination of some other processor. It is possible that the final $\sqrt{N}$ processors have no such destination, in which case choose the destination arbitrarily from the processors that are not yet destinations. Thus at least $\Theta(N)$ processors are sending to a destination requiring at least $\Theta(\log N)$ steps. Note this also shows that most permutations require $\Omega(N \log N)$ total energy.

- **Sorting Energy**: there is the obvious $\Omega(N \log N)$ lower bound on energy due to the number of comparisons required. This is also a lower bound on the energy needed for data movement. This follows from the permutation bound since a permutation can always be achieved by sorting, using the destination as the key. Using $rN$ peak power, linear speedup gives an $\Omega(\frac{1}{r} \log N)$ running time lower bound for permutation and sorting.

Note that while all parallel computers have the $\Omega(N \log N)$ lower bound for sorting comparisons, they do not all share this lower bound for permutation. In standard models of shared-memory machines, permutation takes only $\Theta(N)$ operations, while the above proof shows that for distributed-memory machines with bounded degree, the lower bound on data movement is $\Theta(N \log N)$.

3.1 Sorting

We now show a lower bound running time for sorting on any layout of noncrossing optics. In Section 5, a sorting algorithm on the mesh with an optical pyramid is given with a matching upper bound, so the optical pyramid layout is an optimal layout in terms of sorting.

We first need to make a claim about the crossing number of a complete bipartite graph, which we will use in the proof of the lower bound. Given a graph $G$, the crossing number $cr(G)$ is defined to be the minimum number of crossing pairs of edges, over all drawings of $G$ in the plane. The following proofs regarding crossing number follow ideas found in [10], but Leighton [14] claims these techniques are well-known. The complete bipartite graph with a bipartition into two sets of vertices,
Figure 5: A drawing of an execution of a permutation where pairs of processors with the same label exchange data.

one of size $M$ and the other of size $N$, is denoted $K_{M,N}$.

**Lemma 3.1.** The crossing number of $K_{3,N}$ is $\Omega(N^2)$.

**Proof.** We can assume that no two edges that share a common endpoint cross because such a crossing can be removed and still produce a valid drawing.

Given a drawing of $K_{3,N}$, consider the $N$ subdrawings where one of the vertices in the part with $N$ vertices is removed along with its incident edges. Each crossing in the drawing of $K_{3,N}$ exists in $N - 2$ of these subdrawings, that is, all of the subdrawings except the two that removed one of the edges in the crossing. The number of crossings in each subdrawing must be at least the crossing number of $K_{3,N-1}$. Therefore, $(N-2)\text{cr}(K_{3,N}) \geq N\text{cr}(K_{3,N-1})$. We also know that $\text{cr}(K_{3,3}) = 1$ since $K_{3,3}$ is not planar and can be drawn with one crossing. This implies $\text{cr}(K_{3,N}) \geq \frac{N}{N-2} \cdot \frac{N-1}{N-3} \cdot \frac{N-2}{N-4} \cdot \cdots \cdot \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{N}{2} = \frac{N(N-1)}{6} = \Omega(N^2)$.

**Lemma 3.2.** The crossing number of $K_{M,N}$ is $\Omega(M^2N^2)$.

**Proof.** The argument is similar to the proof of the previous lemma. Consider $M$ subdrawings of $K_{M,N}$ where one of the vertices in the part of the graph with $M$ vertices is removed along with its incident edges. Each crossing in the drawing of $K_{M,N}$ exists in $M - 2$ of these drawings. The number of crossings in each subdrawing must be at least the crossing number of $K_{M-1,N}$. Therefore, $(M-2)\text{cr}(K_{M,N}) \geq M\text{cr}(K_{M-1,N})$. Applying the previous lemma, this implies $\text{cr}(K_{M,N}) \in \Omega(M^2N^2)$.

Specifically, we will use the fact that $\text{cr}(K_{N/2,N/2}) \in \Omega(N^4)$ in the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.3.** Given a mesh of size $N$ with optical connections and $rN$ peak power, a permutation of $N$ items stored one per processor requires $\Omega\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N}\right)$ time.

**Proof.** A permutation can be represented by an $N$ vertex graph, where each processor is represented by a vertex and an edge exists between two vertices if there is an item with initial and final positions that correspond to those two vertices. We may exclude items that do not move as they do not require any energy to reach their destination.

Every possible execution of a permutation can be represented by a planar drawing of the edges of the graph corresponding to the permutation. To represent an execution by a drawing, vertices are placed as an $\sqrt{N} \times \sqrt{N}$ lattice in the plane and an edge is drawn through a vertex if that vertex is used in the route taken by the item corresponding to that edge. Note that edges can be drawn such that edges share points at discrete locations and they only share a point when their corresponding routes cross. See Figure 5 for an example of a drawing that corresponds to the execution of a permutation on a $4 \times 4$ mesh. Whenever two edges share a common point in such a drawing, other
than at an endpoint, one of the corresponding routes in the execution must have incurred one unit of energy usage. While the drawing of an edge does not specify what parts of the route are using wires or optics, it cannot be the case that both routes passed over the common processor using optics as optics cannot cross.

In a given execution, it may be the case that the routes of many items cross at a common location. In the drawing, this would correspond to edges of these routes sharing a common point in the plane. We call a point in the plane that is shared by more than one edge an intersection.

Let processors be labeled \( P_0, \ldots, P_{N-1} \). Consider \( N/2 \) permutations, where permutation \( i \) moves the item located at \( P_i \) to \( P_{N/2+(j+i) \mod N/2} \), for \( 0 \leq i \leq N/2-1 \) and \( 0 \leq j \leq N/2-1 \). An execution of one of these \( N/2 \) permutations corresponds to a drawing of the graph that represents the permutation. The union of these \( N/2 \) drawings is a drawing of the complete bipartite graph \( K_{N/2,N/2} \) and such a drawing has \( \Omega(N^4) \) crossings.

To prove the theorem, it is enough to show that computing all \( N/2 \) permutations takes a total of \( \Omega(N^2/\sqrt{S}) \) time, for peak power \( S = rN \). We first assume that computing these \( N/2 \) permutations in total can be accomplished in \( T \) time. Therefore, every location in the mesh is used at most \( T \) times, and thus any point in a drawing may be shared by at most \( T \) edges. This implies \( O(T^2) \) pairwise crossings of edges may be located at an intersection.

The total energy required for any execution must be at least the sum of the number of times each intersection is traversed. We will show this is at least the product of the number of intersections and the maximum number of times each intersection is used. Intuitively, the minimum energy is achieved when the number of points of intersection is minimized and each intersection is used the maximum possible number of times.

Let there be \( m \) intersections in the planar drawing of these \( N/2 \) permutations. For each intersection \( i \), let \( x_i \) be the number of edges which go through the intersection. We know \( x_i \leq T \), energy is at least \( \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i \), and the total number of pairwise crossings is \( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{x_i(x_i-1)}{2} \in \Omega(N^4) \). Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, the minimum energy occurs when all \( x_i \) have the same value. Let this value be \( x \). This implies that \( m \in \Omega(N^4/x^2) \). Energy is at least the number of times each intersection is traversed, which is \( \Omega((N^4/x^2) \cdot x) = \Omega(N^4/x) \). Time is at least energy divided by peak power, so \( T \in \Omega((N^4/x)/S) \). Combining this with the fact that \( x \leq T, T \) must be at least \( \Omega(N^2/\sqrt{S}) \).

Since permutation can be accomplished by sorting using each item’s destination as the key, sorting must also take \( \Omega \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N} \right) \) time. Combining this with the linear speedup lower bound for sorting, we have the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.4.** Given a mesh of size \( N \) with optical connections and \( rN \) peak power, sorting \( N \) items requires \( \Omega \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N} + \frac{1}{r} \log N \right) \) time.

#### 4 Basic Algorithms

The following operations on the mesh with an optical pyramid are frequently used operations in algorithms. We denote peak power by \( S \) (which is equal to \( rN \), where \( r \) is the fraction of total processors that are active, \( 1/N \leq r \leq 1 \)). For convenience, let \( s = \sqrt{S} \) and assume that \( s \) is a power of 2. This simplifies notation as we will frequently refer to the \( s \times s \) optical mesh.

Our analyses in the following sections will be given in terms of the available peak power \( S \). However, running times will often be expressed in terms of \( r \), in order to emphasize the relationship between the amount of slowdown and fraction of processors active.

##### 4.1 Routing

On the standard mesh, given two arbitrary processors in which one sends a word of data to the other, routing the data between the processors takes \( \Theta(\sqrt{N}) \) time, with the lower bound set by the communication diameter. On the pyramid, data can be communicated in \( O(\log N) \) time by using the tree structure of the pyramid. If \( k \) processors have data that needs to be sent to other
processors, the values at those processors are first moved to the \( k \times k \) optical mesh in \( O(k + \log N) \) time using the tree structure of the pyramid. Then all values can be routed on the optical mesh to their \( n/k \times n/k \) submesh destination. Using pipelining, this can all be accomplished in \( O(k + \log N) \) time. More generally, \( S \) processors can send data to other processors in \( O(\sqrt{S} + \log N) \) time using the \( s \times s \) optical mesh as long as the bandwidth on the optical mesh between processors and their destinations is \( \Omega(\sqrt{S}) \).

### 4.2 Broadcast and Reduction

On the standard mesh, it is possible to broadcast in \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{r} + \sqrt{N}\right) \) time. The lower bound comes from the communication diameter and evenly dividing the peak power of the optimal algorithm, and it is easy to achieve this bound. On the pyramid, this can be reduced to \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{r} + \log N\right) \). To do this, the value to be broadcast is moved to processor \( P(n/2, n/2) \) in \( O(\log N) \) time. Then, using the tree network embedded in the pyramid, the value is broadcast to each \( n/s \times n/s \) submesh in \( O(\log N) \) time. In each submesh, one unit of energy per time step is used to broadcast to all processors in the submesh, taking \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{n/k}\right) \) time.

The data movement in a reduction operation is the reverse of broadcast, where values are combined using a semigroup operator. This can also be accomplished in \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{r} + \log N\right) \) time.

### 4.3 Scan

Given values \( a_0, \ldots, a_{N-1} \) stored one value per processor on the mesh, and given a semigroup operation \( \otimes \) that can be computed in constant time, a scan operation results in processor \( i \) having the value \( a_0 \otimes a_1 \otimes \cdots \otimes a_i \), for \( 0 \leq i \leq N - 1 \).

If the values are ordered by a Hilbert or Z-order space filling curve in the mesh with an optical pyramid, a scan can be computed in \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{r} + \log N\right) \) time by executing the standard logarithmic time algorithm that recursively computes prefixes using the tree network embedded in the optical pyramid. If the values are in row-major order, the scan can be computed in \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{r} + \sqrt{N}\right) \) time by first dividing the mesh into \( \sqrt{N} \times \sqrt{N} \) submeshes and computing the scan in each submesh, then combining data using the \( \sqrt{N} \times \sqrt{N} \) optical mesh.

### 5 Sorting

In this section, we show that, given \( rN \) peak power, permutation and sorting can be accomplished in \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N}\right) \) time using the optical pyramid, as opposed to the \( \Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N}\right) \) time required on a standard mesh, for \( r \in \Omega\left(\frac{\log^2 N}{N}\right) \). Thus the lower bound given in Section 3.1 can be achieved. We first give an algorithm for permutation and then use it within the sorting algorithm. To simplify notation, algorithms are presented in terms of peak power \( S \). Note that, due to the issue of many items clustered together not having enough bandwidth to be spread out in the desired running time, the algorithm is not as simple as moving \( S \) items at a time to their destinations.

**Lemma 5.1.** On a mesh of size \( N \) with an optical pyramid, \( N \) items can be permuted in 
\[ \Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N} + \frac{1}{r} \log N\right) \] time using \( rN \) peak power.

*Proof.* Our algorithm uses the \( s \times s \) optical mesh to move data across the mesh. We conceptually partition the mesh horizontally into \( n/s \times n \) submeshes, referred to as *optic rows*, labeled \( A_0, \ldots, A_{s-1} \) and also partition the mesh vertically into \( n \times n/s \) submeshes, referred to as *optic columns*, labeled \( B_0, \ldots, B_{s-1} \). Every \( A_i \) contains a single row of the \( s \times s \) optical mesh, and every \( B_i \) contains a single column, for \( 0 \leq i \leq s - 1 \). Each processor on the optical mesh belongs to a unique pair \((A_i, B_j)\) of submeshes.

Algorithm 1 is an outline of the algorithm. In more detail, the following is repeated \( N/S \) times:
Algorithm 1 Permutation algorithm.

for all items; $S$ at a time, $s$ per optic column do
    $i_{\text{dest}}$ ← index of optic column of origin
    $i_{\text{dest}}^\prime$ ← index of optic row of destination
for $i, j \leftarrow 0, s$ parallel do
    $\text{count}(i, j) \leftarrow$ number of items from $B_j$ with $i = i_{\text{dest}}$
    $x(i, j) \leftarrow \sum_{j' = 0}^{j-1} \text{count}(i, j')$
    $y(i) \leftarrow \sum_{j' = 0}^{s-1} \text{count}(i, j')$
    $z \leftarrow$ index within items moved to $(A_{i_{\text{dest}}}, B_j)$
    $j_{\text{int}} \leftarrow \left\lfloor \frac{x(i, j) + z}{y(i)} \cdot s \right\rfloor$
end for
Move item to $A_{i_{\text{int}}}$
Move item to $B_{j_{\text{int}}}$
Move item to $A_{i_{\text{dest}}}^\prime$
end for
for $i \leftarrow 0, s$ parallel do
    for all items in $A_i$; $s$ at a time do
        Move item to destination
    end for
end for

- Within each $B_j$, $s$ items that have not yet been moved are chosen. A copy of each of these $s$ items is moved along the vertical optical connections in $B_j$ to the processor on the optical mesh in $A_{i_{\text{dest}}}$, the optic row with the item’s destination. Each processor on the optical mesh has a counter that keeps track of the number of items that were moved to it. Every time an item is moved to a processor on the optical mesh, the counter is incremented by one and the item is discarded. The result of this is that each processor on the optical mesh in $(A_i, B_j)$ knows $\text{count}(i, j)$, the number of items in $B_j$ that have a destination in $A_i$.

- A scan operation is performed on the counters on the optical mesh that determines the number of items at processors in columns numbered less than each processor’s column number in the same row. A reduction is also performed in each $A_i$ to determine the number of items in that row. With this information, each item is tagged with the column number, $j_{\text{int}}$, of the optical connections it must use in order to be distributed as evenly as possible among the $s$ processors on the optical mesh in each submesh $A_i$. That is, each item is assigned an $n/s \times n/s$ submesh, in $A_{i_{\text{dest}}}$ and $B_{j_{\text{int}}}$, as an intermediate location. Specifically, for an item starting in $B_j$ with a destination in $A_{i_{\text{dest}}}$, if $x$ is the number of items with a destination in the same submesh $A_{i_{\text{dest}}}$ and in a submesh $B_{j'}$, $j' < j$, $y$ is the number of items with a destination in the same submesh $A_{i_{\text{dest}}}$ and $z$ is the index of the item out of those from $B_j$ with destination $A_{i_{\text{dest}}}$, then the item has an intermediate location in column $j_{\text{int}} = \left\lfloor \frac{x + z}{y} \cdot s \right\rfloor$ of optics. To tag each item, the items move to the processors on the optical mesh as in the previous step, but instead of being discarded once it reaches the optical mesh processor, it gets tagged and reverses its movement and returns to its original location.

- Items are moved to the diagonal of the mesh, that is, row $i_{\text{int}} = j$ of the optical mesh, which is the intermediate row items move in before moving to their destination row. Then, each item moves to its intermediate column $j_{\text{int}}$, then to its destination row $i_{\text{dest}}$. Once each item is moved to its destination row, it is spread out so that each $n/s \times n/s$ submesh in the row has an equal number of items that have been moved to that row so far.

Now each $A_i$ contains only items that have destinations within $A_i$. For each $A_i$, $s$ active processors are used to move $s$ items at a time to their correct destinations.

At each iteration, there are never more than $s$ items moving at a time in each $A_i$ or $B_j$, so there is enough bandwidth to accomplish each iteration in $O(\sqrt{S})$ time. Since it takes $O(\log N)$
time to reach a processor on the optical mesh and there are \( N/S \) iterations, the running time is
\[
\Theta \left( \frac{N}{\sqrt{S}} + \frac{N \log N}{S} \right) = \Theta \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N} + \frac{1}{r} \log N \right).
\]

A generalization of the permutation algorithm is needed for the sorting algorithm. We will call it redistribution. Instead of a unique destination processor for each item, the mesh is partitioned into approximately square contiguous blocks and each item has a destination block. Within a block, the processor of smallest index is designated as the representative destination location of the block. For simplicity, we assume block sizes are a multiple of \( N/S \). For block sizes less than or equal to \( N/S \), items moving to these blocks use the same data movement as in the permutation algorithm. For blocks of size \( N/S \), there is no change to the permutation algorithm except items designate their destination as the representative processor of their destination block and, in the last step, items just fill in each \( n/s \times n/s \) submesh as they arrive by moving the first processor in row-major order of the block without an item yet. For blocks of size greater than \( N/S \), each processor on the \( s \times s \) optical mesh has to keep track of whether all the processors in its \( n/s \times n/s \) submesh has received an item yet. Before each iteration of the first loop in the permutation algorithm, the \( S \) items being moved are moved on the \( s \times s \) optical mesh. Each processor on the optical mesh determines how many of the \( S \) items will be moved to its submesh, and if it is full, it changes the item’s destination to the next available submesh. This takes \( \Theta \left( \frac{N}{\sqrt{S}} + \frac{N \log N}{S} \right) = \Theta \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N} + \frac{1}{r} \log N \right) \) time.

**Theorem 5.2.** On a mesh of size \( N \) with an optical pyramid, \( N \) items can be sorted in
\[
\Theta \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{r}} \sqrt{N} + \frac{1}{r} \log N \right)
\]

**Proof.** The following algorithm sorts items into a Hilbert space-filling curve order. All sorting in any submesh using the standard mesh algorithm or a recursive call is in terms of a Hilbert space-filling curve. If another order is desired, one can switch to any other sorted order by a simple permutation. Algorithm 2 gives an outline of the recursive algorithm that sorts \( N \) items with \( S \) peak power, for \( N^{1/4} \leq S \leq N \).

**Algorithm 2** Sorting algorithm for mesh \( M \) of size \( N \) with peak power \( S \), for \( N^{1/4} \leq S \leq N \).

```plaintext
procedure Sort(M, S)
  if Size(M) = S then
    Standard sort M
  else
    Partition M into submeshes \( M_i \) of size \( \sqrt{NS} \)
    for all \( M_i \) do
      \( \triangleright \) step 1
      Sort(\( M_i, S \))
    end for
    Select every \( S^{th} \) item as splitter
    Standard sort the \( N/S \) splitters \( \triangleright \) step 2
    Redistribute into \( N/S \) submeshes \( M'_i \) \( \triangleright \) step 3
    for all \( M'_i \) do
      \( \triangleright \) step 4
      Sort(\( M'_i, S \))
    end for
  end if
end procedure
```

The base case of the algorithm occurs when the submesh is of size \( S \), when a standard mesh algorithm [19] can sort the \( s \times s \) mesh in \( O(\sqrt{S}) \) time using peak power \( S \). When \( S = N \) this is just the standard mesh sorting algorithm that sorts in \( \Theta(\sqrt{N}) \) time. There are four steps:

Step 1: the mesh is partitioned into \( \sqrt{N/S} \) submeshes of size \( \sqrt{NS} \), and each submesh is individually sorted one at a time with \( S \) peak power in \( O(\sqrt{N}) \) time, for a total of \( O(N/\sqrt{S}) \) time.
Step 2: every $S^{th}$ item in each of the submeshes sorted in step 1 is designated as a splitter and moved to the $n/s \times n/s$ optical mesh, where they are sorted using a standard mesh sorting algorithm. Since $S \geq N^{1/4}$, this takes $O(N/\sqrt{S})$ time.

Step 3: the data is partitioned along a Hilbert curve. Each splitter must determine its correct position in the Hilbert curve ordering, and each item must determine which part it belongs in. To do this, $S$ copies of the splitters in parallel are distributed so that each submesh of size $N/S$ has a copy of the splitters. In each submesh, there is one active processor at any given time and the splitters are merged with the items to determine which part each item belongs in and the number of items from that submesh that belong in each part. When $S > N^{1/3}$, the number of splitters, $N/S$, is less than the size of an individual submesh, $\sqrt{NS}$, so there are extra copies of the splitters that can be disregarded. Each item individually can determine its part in $O(\log N)$ time by just searching the copy of the splitters. Then a reverse movement happens so that the total number of items in each part for the whole mesh is determined. This data is sent to all the items in the mesh so each item knows the location of the part it needs to move to. Then, the redistribution algorithm is used to move each item in its correct part. This takes $\Theta(N/\sqrt{S})$ time.

Step 4: in the worst case, the size of each part is $O(\sqrt{NS})$, but each part of size $O(\sqrt{NS})$ takes $O(\sqrt{N})$ time to sort, so this step is accomplished in $O(N/\sqrt{S})$ time.

In the case where $S < N^{1/4}$, a few modifications to the algorithm must be made. For steps 1 and 2, the sorting algorithm using peak power $\sqrt{N}$ is simulated. Therefore, in step 1, the items are partitioned into $N^{1/4}$ submeshes of size $N^{3/4}$ and each is recursively sorted with $S$ power. For step 2, the simulation of sorting the $\sqrt{N}$ splitters is run on the $s \times s$ optical mesh, that is, the wire $\sqrt{n}/s \times \sqrt{n}/s$ mesh around each processor in the optical mesh that acts as a submesh of size $\sqrt{N}/S$ part of the $\sqrt{N}$ splitters. Since the total energy required to sort $\sqrt{N}$ items on a mesh is $N^{3/4}$, step 2 takes $O(N^{3/4}/S)$ time, which is within the required time. No other changes are required for the remaining steps, where the redistribution algorithm and recursive calls with $S$ peak power are used, which takes $\Theta\left(\frac{N}{\sqrt{S}} + \frac{N\log N}{S}\right) = \Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{d}}\sqrt{N} + \frac{1}{d} \log N\right)$ time. 

Given this algorithm for sorting, algorithms that also use sorting or routing can have similar time-power tradeoffs. We will only consider $\Omega(\log^8 N)$ peak power because when peak power is close to 1, algorithms are more serial in nature and are less interesting.

6 All-Nearest-Neighbors

Given a set $A$ of points in $d$-dimensional space, the all-nearest-neighbors problem is to determine, for every point $p \in A$, the closest point in $A \setminus \{p\}$, where distance is measured via an $L_p$ metric, $1 \leq p \leq \infty$. It is well known that this fundamental problem can be solved in $\Theta(N \log N)$ time serially [34].

Theorem 6.1. Given $N$ or fewer points in $d$-dimensional space, distributed one per processor on a mesh of size $N$ with an optical pyramid, the all-nearest-neighbors problem can be solved in $\Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{d}}\sqrt{N}\right)$ time using $rN$ peak power, for $r \in \Omega\left(\frac{\log^8 N}{N}\right)$, where the implied constants depend upon $d$.

Proof. We present the algorithm for $d = 2$. The algorithm for higher dimensions is the same, with only the various constants changing (e.g., number of slabs at each step, number of points that need to be broadcast) as functions of $d$. The algorithm follows the outline of solving all-nearest-neighbors on the mesh in [18].

The points are first partitioned into five disjoint, linearly separable vertical slabs, with each slab containing $N/5$ points. That is, assuming $p_1, \ldots, p_N$ is a list of the $N$ points sorted by $x$-coordinate (with ties broken by $y$-coordinate) and $x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4$ are the $x$-coordinates of points $p_{N/5}, p_{2N/5}, p_{3N/5}, p_{4N/5}$ the five slabs are the following sets of points:

1. $\{p \mid x$-coordinate of $p \leq x_1\}$
2. $\{p \mid x_1 < x$-coordinate of $p \leq x_2\}$
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3. \( \{ p \mid x_2 < x\text{-coordinate of } p \leq x_3 \} \)
4. \( \{ p \mid x_3 < x\text{-coordinate of } p \leq x_4 \} \)
5. \( \{ p \mid x\text{-coordinate of } p > x_4 \} \)

The all-nearest-neighbors problem is solved within each vertical slab. Likewise, the points are divided into five horizontal slabs and the problem is recursively solved in each slab. By a lemma proven in [18], there are at most 8 points in each rectangular region determined by the intersection of a vertical slab and a horizontal slab that has not determined its true closest neighbor and these 8 points can be identified efficiently. A broadcast of these 8 points from each of the 25 rectangular regions is then used to determine the true nearest neighbors of these points.

In order for the problem to be recursively solved in a square submesh for each of the slabs, the points are sorted using Hilbert curve ordering. Points are sorted by regions is then used to determine the true nearest neighbors of these points.

Proof. For simplicity, each edge is represented twice so that an edge between vertices \( u \) and \( v \) is stored in one processor as \( (u, v) \) and in another as \( (v, u) \). Also assume that every vertex has an edge to itself as a way of ensuring it is represented.

The algorithm uses a series of recursive steps, commonly called Borůvka steps, where for each vertex an incident edge of smallest weight is selected. The resulting subgraph consists of edges in the minimum spanning forest, and they form trees which are supervertices, i.e., vertices for the following stages. For each tree, one of the vertices is chosen and its label becomes the label for the supervertex. Then some of the original edges in the graph become edges between supervertices, where the edge between supervertices \( U \) and \( V \) is the one having minimal weight among all edges connecting a vertex in \( U \) with one in \( V \). This is known as vertex reduction.

1. Do vertex reduction five times. The number of vertices is now no more than 1/32 of the original number.

7 Minimum Spanning Forest

Often parallel algorithms for a graph given as an adjacency matrix are faster than those for when they are given as a set of edges, and this holds true for finding a minimal spanning forest on the mesh with optics. However, for large graphs, a more natural input format is to be given the graph as a set of edges. Here we only give an algorithm for the harder case. For adjacency matrix input it can be shown that a minimal spanning forest can be found in \( \Theta \left( \frac{1}{r} \log N \right) \) time, for \( r \in O \left( \frac{\log N}{N^{1/4}} \right) \).

**Theorem 7.1.** Given \( N \) weighted edges of an undirected graph arbitrarily distributed one edge per processor on a mesh of size \( N \) with an optical pyramid, a minimum spanning forest can be determined in \( \Theta \left( \frac{1}{r} \sqrt{N} \right) \) time using \( rN \) peak power, for \( r \in \Omega \left( \frac{\log^a N}{N} \right) \).

**Proof.** For simplicity, each edge is represented twice so that an edge between vertices \( u \) and \( v \) is stored in one processor as \( (u, v) \) and in another as \( (v, u) \). Also assume that every vertex has an edge to itself as a way of ensuring it is represented.

The algorithm uses a series of recursive steps, commonly called Borůvka steps, where for each vertex an incident edge of smallest weight is selected. The resulting subgraph consists of edges in the minimum spanning forest, and they form trees which are supervertices, i.e., vertices for the following stages. For each tree, one of the vertices is chosen and its label becomes the label for the supervertex. Then some of the original edges in the graph become edges between supervertices, where the edge between supervertices \( U \) and \( V \) is the one having minimal weight among all edges connecting a vertex in \( U \) with one in \( V \). This is known as vertex reduction.

1. Do vertex reduction five times. The number of vertices is now no more than 1/32 of the original number.
2. In each quadrant of the mesh, recursively solve the problem using only edges in the quadrant. The number of edges selected in each quadrant is proportional to the number of supervertices, so for all the quadrants combined, the number of edges is at most $4 \times (1/32) = 1/8$ the number of original vertices.

3. Move these edges to a submesh of size $N/8$, and recursively solve the problem in this submesh. This uses the fact that a minimum spanning forest of the entire graph is a minimum spanning forest of the union of the subgraphs.

Power is divided evenly among the parallel recursive calls. If $T_{\text{MSF}}$ is the time to find a minimum spanning forest, $T_{\text{VR}}$ is the time to do a vertex reduction and $T_{\text{sort}}$ is the time to sort (to move edges to a submesh of size $N/8$), then $T_{\text{MSF}}(N, S) = 5T_{\text{VR}}(N, S) + T_{\text{MSF}}(N/4, S/4) + T_{\text{MSF}}(N/8, S) + T_{\text{sort}}(N, S)$.

Vertex reductions are done recursively, using upward tree reductions at each step, which are themselves done recursively. In an upward tree reduction, there is a directed tree with edges pointing toward the root. Each vertex has a value, and the result of the value is a semigroup operation applied to all of these values. See [2, 19, 29] for an explanation of how these operations are used. If $T_{\text{UT}}$ is the time for doing upward tree reduction, then

$$T_{\text{VR}}(N, S) = T_{\text{UT}}(N, S) + T_{\text{VR}}(N/2, S) + T_{\text{sort}}(N, S)$$

where

$$T_{\text{UT}}(N, S) = T_{\text{sort}}(N, S) + T_{\text{UT}}(N/4, S/4)$$

Similar to the all-nearest-neighbors algorithm, before the power available to a recursive call becomes too small (less than the square of the logarithm of the size of mesh), a serial algorithm is simulated to solve the lowest levels of recursion. Since a minimum spanning forest can be computed in $O(N \log N)$ time serially, $T_{\text{MSF}}(N, S) \in \Theta(N/\sqrt{S}) = \Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{r}}\sqrt{N}\right)$.

Finding the minimum spanning forest of a graph is often a key step in many other graph algorithms. Algorithms for finding connected components, biconnected components, bridge edges, and articulation points follow almost immediately [1, 2, 19].

**Corollary 7.2.** The connected components, biconnected components, bridge edges, and articulation points of a graph with $N$ edges can be found in $\Theta\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{r}}\sqrt{N}\right)$ time using $rN$ peak power, for $r \in \Omega\left(\frac{\log^2 N}{N}\right)$, on a mesh of size $N$ with an optical pyramid. 

**8 Conclusion**

Energy and peak power are becoming increasingly important in parallel computing. E.g., the DOE report *Architectures and Technology for Extreme Scale Computing* [28] states:

The primary design constraint for future HPC systems will be power consumption. . . . Data movement will be a bigger factor for system energy consumption and cost than FLOP/s. . . . Energy and performance costs should be reflected in abstract machine model.

Unfortunately few parallel algorithms address the energy consumption problem. It is addressed in some algorithms for sensor networks, but they are limited by the total energy available in their batteries, while parallel computers are limited by peak power which is supplied externally.

Our power aware algorithms address these issues, considering fundamental tradeoffs of time versus peak power for communication intensive problems. Our abstract model is based on ideas first expressed in von Neumann’s finite automata model which addressed physical locality and data movement. To this we added a model of on-chip optical connections, a capability which is rapidly becoming available and which offers the possibility of reducing time and/or energy. As the number of
processors greatly increases, the asymptotic bounds of our algorithms are descriptive of the behavior of their running times.

The optical interconnects form a pyramid which we use for problems quite unlike its previous roles in parallel computing. It is a fundamental layout appearing in VLSI design as well as being a model of parallelism studied for problems involving images, adjacency matrices, etc. [3, 7, 8, 19, 33, 39]. However, simple bandwidth arguments show that it cannot sort faster than the base mesh; therefore, the pyramid has no advantages for problems which require sorting. This suddenly changes when peak power is limited, though new approaches are needed.

Table 1 summarizes the running times given in this paper. In addition, we showed that the optical pyramid layout is optimal in terms of communication diameter and time-power tradeoff for sorting. Using the pyramid, we achieved a non-linear time/peak energy tradeoff, where if the peak power is cut in half then the time increases by only a factor of $\sqrt{2}$, instead of the factor of 2 that occurs with stepwise simulation. Similar results were obtained for problems where the input was an unstructured set of edges or points. The algorithms presented combine parallel divide-and-conquer approaches with stepwise simulation of serial algorithms when there is only one active processor per submesh.

These results explore a new perspective for modeling energy usage on massively parallel architectures and emerging capabilities. The actual implementations of these algorithms and realization of the model in hardware is another area of research, but it is abstract enough to be applied to moderately different computer architectures. For example, depending on the physical properties of the interconnection technology, it may be the case that the communication over some of the shorter optics in our model are more efficiently implemented using standard electrical wires. Nevertheless, the basic principles of routing data with numerous processors and power constraints shown in this work still hold. Further, they hold for any technology which can supply a layer of interconnections which can transmit information long distances with low power relative to standard wire interconnections.

Note that one energy-reducing hardware option, reducing the clock as the voltage is decreased, can be utilized in conjunction with our algorithms. Since the algorithms almost always have $S = rN$ processors active at any one time, one merely needs to introduce a multiplicative factor for a tradeoff of increasing peak power versus decreasing clock speed.

The continued study of the interplay between time and energy usage of algorithms on parallel computers is necessary for the future. In [30] it is shown that, for some problems, peak power usage can be reduced, without increasing the time, on the standard mesh without optics. Depending on advancements of computer architecture and fabrication technology, we will continue to need the development of theory and models of computation. Extensions include analyzing algorithms on models with more than one layer of optics or 3-dimensional meshes. It can be shown that for 2-dimensional meshes, two layers of noncrossing optics is asymptotically as powerful as any constant number of layers of noncrossing optics [23]. In 3-dimensional meshes the problem of optical pathways crossing is eliminated, which allows for more optical connections and bandwidth on them. Further, the underlying 3D mesh has a smaller diameter and larger bisection bandwidth than the 2D mesh.
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